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PRODUCT REVIEW

ICOM IC-7600 HF and 6 Meter Transceiver

Reviewed by Rick Lindquist, WW3DE
National Contest Journal Managing Editor

Already widely known as the “PROIV,” ICOM’s IC-7600 HF+50 MHz transceiver is an apparent and worthy successor to the extremely popular IC-756PROIII.1 Whatever ICOM’s designation, the IC-7600 is a terrific performer with a fine complement of useful tools for DXing and contesting! Granted, the IC-7600 is not totally new and different with respect to the older PROIII and the more recent IC-7700 and IC-7800 transceivers.2 This review will include some comparisons, as appropriate, to the models with which it shares some DNA. Let’s see how the IC-7600 stacks up.

A Stylish Makeover

On its face, the ’7600 looks similar to its PRO series forbears, the most notable exception being a larger and improved LCD display (Figure 1). My wife liked the new display after comparing the PROIII and the ’7600 side by side, so it must be better. The IC-7600 is essentially the same convenient size and weight as the PROIII with a similar front-panel layout. Some may mourn the replacement of the PROIII’s moving-coil meter with an excellent digital emulation on the ’7600’s larger display.

ICOM has a similar implementation on the IC-7700 and IC-7800, and all offer a choice of faux meter styles, too — standard (analog), edgewise and bar.

If you’re already familiar with the PRO line, you’ll feel right at home with the ’7600. If you’re a newcomer, you’ll find the IC-7600 has a gentle learning curve. ICOM’s plain-language menus are a major reason for this.

Wider is Better

Legends and icons on the 5.8 inch 400×240 pixel display feature clean, straight lines. For example, on the PROIII, the current operating mode appears in a stylized horizontal tube, sort of like a hot dog or a blimp. The MODE indicator on the IC-7600 is a smallish but very visible blue rectangle with white letters. The RIT/XIT readout is smaller than the PROIII’s, and it’s in a different display location that I never quite got used to (the RIT/XIT readout on the PROIII places larger numerals directly below the last three digits of the main frequency readout). As with the IC-7700, the IC-7600 offers only an “A” or a “B” display — one essentially an inverse of the other — plus three font choices — basic, italic and round. The basic and round characters are quite similar, but the round characters are a bit fatter.

After complaining about the limited viewing angle of the IC-7700’s otherwise excellent display, we’re pleased to note that the IC-7600 offers a choice of fonts on the ’7600’s larger display. ICOM has a similar implementation on the IC-7700 and IC-7800.
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Bottom Line

The IC-7600 represents a superb synthesis of ICOM’s popular PROIII and the IC-7700/7800 transceivers, both in style, features and capability. Another winner!
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semi-gloss surface that may be easier to clean than the PROIII’s. The rest of the box closely resembles the PROIII’s, but without the sunken front apron and with sharper, rather than rounded, features. The ‘7600’s larger knobs — the hefty, clean-edged rubber-ringed tuning knob is like the one on the IC-7700 — ease their use.

The radio’s bright-white control legends are larger and easier to read than those on the PROIII. While I do appreciate the PROIII’s oversized red keypad numerals for entering a frequency, those on the ‘7600’s keypad, though smaller, remain easy to read, and the keypad buttons are larger to start with. In addition, the “pointer” markings on the IC-7600’s knobs are simple to see, and the rings on concentric controls contrast ever so slightly in hue and sheen. All knobs — even the stem controls — are fatter than the PROIII’s. On the other hand, the stem controls are in a more congested location on the ‘7600 because of its larger display. The IC-7600 overcomes the absence of contrasting colors on knobs and front panel legends in part by employing variations in button styles and shapes.

One minor unintended consequence of the front-panel rearrangement: The TRANSMIT, TUNER and MONITOR buttons are in a horizontal line on the left-hand side of the panel, above the AF GAIN control. On several occasions when I wasn’t paying close-enough attention, I hit the TRANSMIT button instead of the neighboring TUNER button, which has a status LED. The MP-W and MP-R scratchpad memory buttons also can blend in with their neighbors, so you have to pay closer attention to ensure you’re not pressing the adjacent hard memory buttons. On the PROIII, the scratchpad memory keys are not only larger and off by themselves, but are in a contrasting light gray.

Some additional visibility issues are worth a mention. The right-pointing arrows on the seven multi-function keys lining the left hand side of the display blend into the background, especially in soft light; these are not filled in with a contrasting color to make them easier to distinguish one from the other, much less to see them at all in low light. In a similar vein, legends on the six LCD function keys just below them at all in low light. In a similar vein, leg-

dings you must tune manually from waterfall display for finding and tuning signals. The PSK31 feature helpful, but diminutive, water-
fall displays for finding and tuning signals. The PSK31 screen includes a tiny, ever-changing phase readout to lend further assistance, plus AFC and NET; the RTTY tuning indicator is in the upper right hand corner of the main display. This was the simplest and easiest RTTY and PSK31 experience I’ve ever had (well, at least since reviewing the IC-7700!)

The PSK31 and RTTY waterfall displays cover 1195 to 1805 kHz (610 Hz) with the center at 1500 (there’s a choice of 1000, 1500 and 2000 Hz in both digital modes) — quite a bit less real estate than you’ll find on a PC screen with DigiPan or similar software. While using narrow filter settings you must tune manually from waterfall to waterfall; otherwise, you won’t always see them, just hear them. For RTTY, the waterfall display covers 1905 to 2515 (also 610 Hz) with a twin-peak waveform that lets you tune signals with precision. It’s possible to adjust and read out the THRESHOLD.

Text appearing on the screen — red for transmitted text and green for received — is quite small, as is the “window space” available. Pressing the WIDE button gives you more on-screen elbow room, but if you’ve enabled the mini spectrum scope (the only one available in digital modes), it yields to the larger text window. In addition, lines of text don’t always break appropriately, so you need to pay closer attention. Copy on the IC-7600’s decoder screen seemed compa-
nable to what I was seeing via the MMTTY engine on my PC’s display.

Using submenus on the DECODE screens, it’s possible to save RTTY or PSK31 memories on a USB compatible medium, such as a flash drive (you can also save voice memories this way, but not CW). The RTTY and PSK31 memories are separate.

Contesting in RTTY and CW with the ‘7600 (using a computer logger and RTTY engine) was lots of fun, especially given the exceptional receiver. In these higher duty cycle modes — especially RTTY — the radio got quite warm to the touch, although the on-screen temperature gauge remained well within the normal range. The cooling fan is barely noticeable.

### Magic Decoder Button

ICOM’s APF (audio peak filter) skipped radio generations. First appearing (in a somewhat different implementation) on ICOM’s original IC-756, APF turned up again on the IC-7800 and IC-7700 transceivers. Its incarnation on the IC-7600 includes a new twist. The TPF (twin-peak filter) for RTTY, an RTTY FIL menu selection on the PROIII, has been promoted to the front panel APF/TPF button on the IC-7600. More on that feature in a bit.

Pressing the APF/TPF button in CW imposes one of three mini audio-peakening filters — 80, 160 or 320 Hz or NAR, MID and WIDE — atop whatever DSP IF filter settings are in play. To hear much of a difference, the IF filter must be set to a passband that’s significantly greater than the APF setting. For example, you might use the 80 Hz setting when you’ve got the IF filter set to, say, 150 Hz. When you press the button, the current setting appears briefly on screen, although you can disable this. You can choose either a “soft” or “sharp” APF shape via a menu.

On CW the effect of the APF is not especially dramatic when you’re already selected a narrow IF filter, but it does help further quell background noise. The noise reduction processor (NR), readily at hand, can do the heavy lifting in that department, although the APF seems to boost signal-to-noise ratio. It’s at its best when you’re using, say, a 500 or 800 Hz IF DSP filter and need a little more help.

For RTTY, the TPF is exceptionally effective. Pressing the APF/TPF button in RTTY mode alters the radio’s AF response by punching up the mark and space frequencies, 2125 and 2295 Hz. During the July North American QSO Party RTTY event, the TPF brought “S-nuttin’” signals (as we called the weak ones while I was growing up in Northern New Jersey) right out of the mud so they’d print. The ‘7600 lets you use the TPF in tandem with any of the three IF filter bandwidths (plus soft or sharp contour) you’ve set up in advance, and you can take full advantage of the dual-passband IF shift (PBT) feature. On the PROIII with the RTTY tuning meter enabled, you can choose just one of five possible IF bandwidths for RTTY, you’re restricted to a single-passband IF shift and switching away from the RTTY filter setting disables the TPF.

The radio’s NOTCH operates in a somewhat similar fashion to the APF/TPF, although the manual notch is adjustable via a front-panel control. You can pick from NAR, MID or WIDE notch filters. As with the APF/TPF feature, enabling the notch by pressing

---

### Table 1

**ICOM IC-7600, serial number 0201165**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer’s Specifications</th>
<th>Measured in the ARRL Lab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency coverage:</strong> Receive, 0.03-60 MHz; transmit, 1.8-2.0, 3.5-4, 5.3305, 5.3465, 5.3665, 5.3715, 5.4035, 7.7-13, 10-10.15, 14-14.35, 18.068-18.168, 21-21.45, 24.89-24.99, 28.29-27, 50-54 MHz.</td>
<td>Receive, as specified; transmit, as specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power requirement:</strong> 13.8 ±15% V dc; receive, 3.5 A (max audio); transmit, 23 A (100 W out).</td>
<td><strong>13.8 V dc; receive 2.4 A (max audio); transmit, 18 A (100 W out). Operation confirmed at 11.7 V (83 W output).</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Receiver

| **SSB/CW sensitivity:** 2.4 kHz bandwidth, 10 dB S/N: 0.1-29.99 MHz, 0.15 µV; 50-54 MHz, 0.12 µV. | **Noise figure:** Not specified. |
| **AM sensitivity:** 6 kHz bandwidth, 10 dB S/N: 0.1-1.799 MHz, 6.3 µV; 1.8-30 MHz, 2 µV; 50-54 MHz, 1.6 µV. | **AM sensitivity:** Not specified. |
| **FM sensitivity:** 15 kHz bandwidth, 12 dB SINAD: 28-30 MHz, 0.5 µV; 50-54 MHz, 0.3 µV. | **For 12 dB SINAD:** Preamp off, 1 dB |
| **Noise figure:** Not specified. | **Gain compression, 500 Hz bandwidth:** Preamp off, 1/2: 16/8/6 dB |
| **Preamp off, 1/2:** Not specified. | **Preamp off, 1/2:** 1/2 |
| **AM sensitivity:** Not specified. | **Preamp off, 1/2:** 1/2 |

### Reciprocal mixing (500 Hz BW): Not specified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ARRL Lab Two-Tone IMD Testing</strong></th>
<th><strong>Measured IMD Level</strong></th>
<th><strong>Measured IMD DR</strong></th>
<th><strong>Calculated IP3</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Band/Preamp</strong></td>
<td><strong>Spacing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Input Level</strong></td>
<td><strong>IP3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 MHz/Off</td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>-27 dBm</td>
<td>104 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 MHz/Off</td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>-25 dBm</td>
<td>106 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 MHz/One</td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>-12 dBm</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 MHz/Two</td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>-33 dBm</td>
<td>106 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 MHz/Off</td>
<td>5 kHz</td>
<td>-24 dBm</td>
<td>102 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 MHz/Off</td>
<td>2 kHz</td>
<td>-37 dBm</td>
<td>94 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 MHz/Off</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>-43 dBm</td>
<td>88 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The radio’s NOTCH operates in a somewhat similar fashion to the APF/TPF, although the manual notch is adjustable via a front-panel control. You can pick from NAR, MID or WIDE notch filters. As with the APF/TPF feature, enabling the notch by pressing
the button briefly flashes the current notch setting on screen, although you can disable this too. In addition to the manual notch, an automatic notch is available in SSB and AM mode. It’s extremely effective against multiple heterodynes, although as broadcasters migrate from the amateur bands, these are becoming less of an issue.

The IC-7600’s digital noise blanker not only lets you set NB level but NB depth and width. This feature is helpful for pulse-type noise, such as ignition interference, and it seems to generate less crud than many less-capable noise blankers impose. I was able to use the NB in conjunction with the noise-reduction feature to substantially reduce noise that included impulse spikes apparently emanating from a nearby solar panel installation. Very aggressive/extreme settings like these can add considerable distortion to desired signals, however.

**Time Warp?**

Others may appreciate the record/play feature more than I did. This feature, which lets you record off-the-air audio and then play it back, on or off the air, did not improve much with the jump from one model to the next. It could be convenient when helping someone adjust their audio or compare antennas, but you’ll have to figure out how it works first. The manual’s description of this feature is difficult to comprehend, and using it is far from intuitive.

The IC-7600 provides separate front-panel REC and PLAY buttons. It records continuously, so it can replay the 15 seconds of audio that you heard before you pushed the REC button. There’s no on-screen indication that you’re in record mode (the PROIII has a blinking on-screen REC indicator). At the default setting, the radio will play back up to 15 seconds per “cut.” The VOICE menu indicates the frequency and recording date of each cut.

**You and Me and Rain on the Roof**

The inclusion of selectable roofing filters several years ago marked a sea change in Amateur Radio transceiver design. As with many of its peers, the PROIII did not have this feature — it used a single 15 kHz wide roofing filter. The implementation on the IC-7600 is essentially identical to that of the IC-7700, with a choice of three crystal band-pass roofing filters at 15, 6 and 3 kHz in the first IF.

ARRL Lab Test Engineer Bob Allison, WB1GCM, suggests thinking of a roofing filter as “a first line of defense against any adjacent strong signals, especially multiple signals.” The roofing filter follows the first mixer, and it has the effect of reducing the passband of the first IF, he explains.

On the IC-7600 you can impose a roofing filter bandwidth setting of 15 kHz, 6 kHz or 3 kHz on any DSP IF filter setting. Allison says being able to insert a narrower roofing filter helps to reduce overloading in the IF amplifier and mixers that follow; the DSP IF filtering takes over to help with the rest. So, the narrower roofing filter does not determine the receiver’s ultimate IF bandwidth but will enhance dynamic range since all but the strongest adjacent signals are attenuated before hitting the receiver’s first IF.

“This is very desirable for CW, SSB and digital modes,” Allison asserts. He allows, however, that no roofing filter is completely...
impervious. “I guess all roofs leak if it rains hard enough,” he quips.

From a practical standpoint, there’s a significant difference in noise — especially on an active band — when you switch from a 15 kHz to a 3 kHz roofing filter. The difference between 6 kHz and 3 kHz is hardly discernible under most circumstances, although the IC-7600 is already a very quiet receiver. [The difference is most dramatic during crowded conditions with many strong stations, such as during contests or DX pileups — Ed.]

We measured the two-tone third-order IMD dynamic range of the PROIII on 14 MHz at 5 kHz spacing, preamp off, at 77 dB — good in 2005 but modest by today’s standards (the ARRL Lab did not routinely make a 2 kHz measurement back then). In the intervening years, other receiver designs have upsed the ante. The ’7600’s big brother, the IC-7700, came in at 99 dB under the same conditions — more than 20 dB better — and at 87 dB at 2 kHz spacing.

Now comes the IC-7600. The ARRL Lab measured the receiver’s two-tone third-order IMD dynamic range on 14 MHz, 5 kHz spacing, preamp off, at 94 dB — nearly within measurement error or unit-to-unit variation of the IC-7700’s 99 dB. At the 2 kHz spacing, preamp off, it was 88 dB. All told, this performance is substantially superior to the PROIII’s.

Control Freak

Although the Amateur Radio world has lagged a bit in keeping up with personal computer technology, USB ports have become commonplace over the past few years. The IC-7600 has a front-panel USB A port and a rear-apron USB B port. Connecting a USB cable between the B port and your computer’s A port (or USB hub) not only avails PC control of the transceiver but a two-way baseband audio signal path — very slick!

For ICOM users, USB connectivity obviates the need to purchase a CI-V level converter for another $130 or so. There’s still a CI-V REMOTE jack on the radio’s rear apron, however, to enable transceiver operation with another ICOM CI-V equipped transceiver or receiver. For command and control purposes, you can select either CI-V or ASCII code output from the USB serial connection.

Getting up and running with USB port control is not just plug and play, however. You first must download a USB driver from the ICOM Web site. Installing this on my PC was not quite as straightforward as I’d hoped, but this may have had more to do with my unfamiliarity with Windows Vista — the operating system on the ham shack laptop.

I also had to download the latest version of NIMM Logger, so I had an IC-7600 driver. Curiously, turning the radio off while leaving the PC on routinely caused my computer to change the COM port assignment. I kept IC-7600 parameters in both of the COM ports NIMM Logger looked for.

Initially I ran into a brick wall when trying to get my NIMM Logger voice files to play via the USB connection while retaining the ability to use the mic and VOX — something that’s easy to do with the PROIII, which lacks USB connectivity. To modulate the IC-7600 via the USB, you either can play audio files from your PC via the USB or use the microphone and VOX, but you cannot do both at the same time unless your logger’s IC-7600 driver includes the correct commands. (The menu also offers MIC,ACC for either as well as just ACC choices; it’s also possible to send audio to the IC-7600 via pin 4 of the ACC jack on the rear apron.)

According to ICOM, “Switching between those inputs can be done using a set of our new CI-V commands through the same USB port.” The ICOM representative recounted how he was able to toggle those inputs “with no problems at all” using a command testing program.

I’m not sure about the “no problems” part. A semblance of success came only after fiddling with menu settings, entering lengthy macro strings in NIMM Logger and reading the help file and the IC-7600 Instruction Manual. The end result was an unwieldy CAT command string that — most times — convinced the radio to switch to USB audio input before playing a .wav file, then switch back to mic audio input when it was done. Given the macro execution delay involved, it’s unclear if this fix would work in the heat of a fast-paced contest. This appears to be more of a software issue than a radio issue, and the ICOM rep expressed confidence that drivers in later logging software versions would improve switching capability.

The ACC menu includes provisions to adjust the USB audio input level as well as to enable a squelch (either on or open) for audio output from the radio via the USB connection. It can take a bit of tweaking to balance the various audio levels between the radio and the PC, especially if you’re planning to use your logger’s voice memories rather than the very nice ones in the radio. The ACC menu also offers three separate selections to modulate for AFSK via the USB connection.

Tone of Voice

A lot of audio tailoring is available for transmit and receive — much more than on the PROIII. You can set a receiver audio high-pass (100-2000 Hz) and low-pass (500-2400) filters in steps for SSB, AM and FM modes. Alternatively, you can make separate TREBLE and BASS settings. For CW and digital modes, you can only set high-pass and low-pass limits. Using this feature on SSB can help to roll off unwanted noise without impairing readability. On the transmit side, you not only can set transmission passbands for WIDE, MID and NAR, but adjust TREBLE and BASS settings for voice modes. After very little tweaking I got uniformly good audio reports while using the IC-7600 with my Heil boom set.

The speech compressor/transmit bandwidth feature has become a lot more complicated to use than it is on the PROIII, although that radio’s toggle/press-and-hold system can try your patience. The IC-7600 diverts you away from the front panel to a menu to set both compression level — a front-panel control on the PROIII — and transmit bandwidth preference. Pressing and holding the COMP button accesses this COMP/TBW menu, where you
can select a NAR, MID or WIDE transmit bandwidth preference for the COMP ON and the COMP OFF conditions. (Setting the passband parameters for NAR, MID or WIDE is done via the SET/LEVEL menu, as it is on the PROIII.) The menu includes bar-style compression and ALC level meters for getting the adjustment right on target.

I found even the maximum MONITOR level setting too low to be useful. The monitor’s output level also depends upon the setting of the AF control (as on the PROIII), and this can lead to wildly divergent audio levels when switching back to receive.

**Scoping Things Out**

The spectrum scope is very flexible, much more so than the PROIII’s, and the Instruction Manual spends eight pages explaining the ins and outs of this feature. In the CENTER mode, the ’7600 offers span choices of ±2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 250 kHz. In the FIXED mode, it displays the entire band (or a customized setting), excepting 10 and 6 meters. The more spectrum you’re trying to view the more jagged the sweep.

It’s possible to display markers for your transmitting, receiving and dual watch frequencies. A number of spectrum scope parameters, including waveform colors and sweep speeds, are menu-settable. You can pick a SLOW, MID or FAST sweep speed for each span selection. I found the narrower span options — 2.5 and 5 kHz — in CENTER mode especially useful while contesting in CW to determine precisely what was going on both sides of my run frequency.

**Jots and Tittles**

- Unlike the IC-7700, the ’7600 has a main receiver and a sub-receiver. The radio’s Dual Watch function lets you listen to two signals in the same band at the same time [but combined in a single audio channel, unlike a full sub-receiver function — Ed.] — the DX station’s transmit and listening frequencies, for example. Some prospective ’7700 buyers considered the unit’s lack of a sub-receiver as a deal breaker.

- The IC-7600 “boots up” nearly instantly — no waiting!

- It’s possible to update the radio’s firmware via the Internet. The procedure for doing so is essentially identical to the one we described in our IC-7700 review.

- You must fashion your own external keypad for direct (ie, non-menu) access to the voice, CW or digital memories. Alternatively, you can access the voice and CW memories via the USB keyboard using the F1-F4 keys.

- The radio’s AUTO TUNE feature for CW and AM is convenient and useful, especially for the pitch-challenged. Sometimes it was unable to lock on the signal — perhaps because of fading — and would return to where it started (it only tries for two seconds). If you press AUTO TUNE with the RIT on, it changes the RIT frequency, not that of the main dial. This makes sense, I suppose, but the Instruction Manual doesn’t mention it.

- When turned rapidly, the main VFO tuning rate will automatically accelerate at AUTO or SLOW rates, or you can disable this feature off altogether.

- The AGC menu lets you customize the fast, mid and slow parameters for all modes but FM. It does not appear possible to turn off the AGC in FM mode.

- The ’7600 can engage preamps and other features on the AM Standard Broadcast Band (530-1710 kHz) and below (ie, MW and LW). This is a sensitive BC band receiver! I could hear New York City AM stations in Delaware at mid-day.

- Accessing transmit memories for phone modes remains confusing and awkward. You shouldn’t have to consult the Instruction Manual simply to record a voice clip. There simply are too many menu screens, and the radio mixes memories for off-the-air recording (VOICE MEMORY) with the transmit memories you’d use in a contest.

- The ’7600’s speaker is up-firing and sounds quite good, although setting an accessory (or a second radio!) atop the IC-7600 could muffle the audio.

- The rear-panel SEND control jack for TR switching a linear amplifier or other accessory offers improved voltage and current-handling capabilities from those of the PROIII. ICOM says the TR control voltage must be less than 16 V dc at 0.5 A with the mechanical relay or 250 V ac at 0.2 A with solid-state switching (a menu selection).

- ICOM’s CAT command set for the IC-7600 still does not include any means to control, clear or even read the value of the RIT/XIT. These are features some ICOM watchers had hoped would appear in the IC-7600’s command set. The command set does include instructions to turn the RIT/XIT “quick clear” feature on or off and read its status, however.

- The RIT/XIT tuning rate is way too leisurely for my taste — about 0.1 kHz per turn on CW, identical to the PROII’s. I’d prefer it to be coarser to minimize twisting.

- While in CW mode, a readout under the FILTER sub-menu displays the precise CW pitch frequency, eliminating any guesswork.

**My Take**

While the jury still may be out as to whether the IC-7600 qualifies as a top-tier transceiver, its frills, feature set and performance alone make it a must-see for serious contestants and DXers, if not for discerning casual operators.